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Busy traffic emitting carbon dioxide which pollutes our environment.
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Commentary:

People all over the world are thinking, discussing and try solving this world’s crisis --- Mr. Earth got a
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severe fever! But do you know who the arch-criminals are? They are us --- selfish and ungrateful
human beings.
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Global warming is caused by the building up of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Global
concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide---three of the most notable greenhouse
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gases have increased significantly as a result of the direct consequences of human activities. For
example, the sharp increase of carbon dioxide is due to the excessive use of fossil fuels such as coal
and oil. The rise in methane and nitrous oxide are due to overabundant agriculture.
As most of us are only small potatoes, how can we help Mr. Earth? Although fighting against global
warming is a tough task, we should all take this challenge as a good opportunity to cure our poor
Earth. First of all, as shown in the photo, there are many cars in the busy road emitting a lot of carbon
dioxide. We can solve this problem by encouraging people to travel by public transport. Secondly, we
can plant more trees to absorb carbon dioxide. Moreover, we can conserve electricity by turning off
lights, television and computers when they are not in use.
Think again--- Have you ever done them in order to help our Earth? I hope so. Hope we can
join together to help Mr. Earth and make him recover as soon as possible.
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